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A new algorithm for summing divergent series 
PART 3 : APPLICATIONS 
L. R. Shenton (*) and K. O. Bowman (**) 
ABSTRACT 
Borel models are applied to summing series for the moments of the sample standard eviation, 
Student's t, and the skewness statistic/b 1.Sampling is from an exponential density. Compari- 
sons are made with main diagonal Pad6, Borel-Pad6, and Monte-Carlo simulations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Parts 1 and 2 we introduced algorithms of the 
form 
Fr(n;o ) = n er_l(n) + ¢~r(n) f~  da (t) 
1 + t /n  ' 
and 
Fr(n)=nlr*(n ) + ~l(n) OJa_l(n) + ~2(n) Wa(n) 
where 
e -t t 1 at 
~oi(n ) = f "  , (i-- a- l ,  a; a > 0) 
0 1 + t2/n 
for summing divergent series 
(i) 
(2) 
~(n) ~s~0 es/nS " (3) 
We shall refer to (1) and (2).as the one and two com- 
ponent Borel models (lcB, 2cB), respectively. Refe- 
rences to Parts 1 and 2 will be prefixed by Pl, P2 fol- 
lowed by the paragraph number or expression label; 
P1.2 refers to paragraph 2 of Part 1, P2(12) refers to 
equation (12) of Part 2, for example. 
Here, we consider the problem of approximating mean 
values of some well-known statistics in sampling from 
non-standard populations. One of our ultimate aims is 
to set up percentage points for the distribution of 
Student's t Cone and two sample tests) in non-normal 
sampling, aproblem awaiting complete numerical 
solution although not without several theoretical 
approaches of restricted practical value. We set up a 
Taylor expansion tin descending powers of n, the 
sample size) for a statistic T, in general afunction of 
the sample non-central moments m~, m~ ..... the 
moments of the sampled population being assumed 
to exist at least for a £mite set. Thus 
E T =~0 + h /n  + ~2/n2 + "'" (4) 
where ¢0' ¢1' r2 . . . . .  are functions of the population 
parameters only. 
To assess percentage points (or the distribution func- 
tion) of a statistic, we can set up an approximation to
its distribution; in general four moments are required 
which reduce to E T, E(T-¢0)2, E(T-¢0)3 , and 
E (T -  T0)4. These can be used to determine (if solu- 
tions exist) the parameters of the approximate distribu- 
tion such as a Pearson curve or one of the Johnson 
transformed normal curves (see Johnson and Kotz [51). 
It will be seen that for each statistic onsidered, four 
series have to be summed, and sample sizes in an inter- 
mediate range (15 < n < 100, say) are of immediate 
interest. Smaller samples are of interest also, but dif- 
ficulties can be anticipated with severe divergent 
tendencies for n as small as 2 or 3. In any event, such 
sample sizes are of little practical interest and frequently 
involve exotic distributional forms (the distribution of 
Student's t in samples of three from a uniform distribu- 
tion is an example; see Perlo [7]). 
Work of an experimental nature has already been 
carried out on the approximate distribution of the 
sample standard eviation, Student's one-sample t, 
the coefficient of variation, and the skewness and 
kurtosis tatistic/o 1,b 2. Several algorithms have been 
considered including lcB, 2cB, Pad~, and BorebPad6. 
The lcB and 2cB procedures have a variety of forms; 
the former concerning the choice of o in (1), the latter 
the choice of a in (2). In addition, these procedures 
can be applied to the truncated asymptotic series, since 
generally anomalous features occur in the initial coef- 
ficients and are apt to lead to oscillatory behavior in 
the algorithms; truncation may avoid this phenomenon. 
Here, however, we intend to restrict ourselves to a few 
simple cases uch as the sample standard eviation 
and Student's t so as to highlight some of the basic 
problems involved. One of these is the choice of the 
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precise form of the lcB or 2cB used. Another con- 
cerns error analysis and the discovery amongst several 
assessments of a best or optimum value. This is un- 
doubtedly a complex problem, if not the crux of the 
whole structure, and at this stage of development 
perhaps more concerned with art than science. The 
problem is serious and applies to most algorithms 
for dealing with divergent series, since the algorithms 
in general demand masses of information which is 
processed through numerous devices for annihilating 
largeness, to end up with a small number of significant 
digits. One has to be cautious about accepting stability 
of consecutive approximants which may merely result 
from lack of precision in the process used. The lcB 
algorithm has a component in it which warns against 
loss of accuracy, for R(n) w 2s(n) - x 2s(n) (or 
X2s +l(n) - R(n) ~2s_l(n)) has to be positive by 
definition. Loss of accuracy with 2cB has no similar 
simple indicators. 
The number of terms available in a series varies with 
the complexity of the statistic T, and is an important 
factor. The derivation of n -1 through n-8 terms for 
the skewness (~/bl) and kurtosis (b2) statistics [21, is 
an extremely comphcated recursive scheme making 
heavy demands on computer facilities; theoretically 
any number of terms can be found but b 2 has dimen- 
sionality 4 in the moments and an additional one for 
the sample size under the expectation operator. In 
this case K. Bowman has evaluated terms to n -8 for 
the fxrst six moments in general sampling. Moments 
of the standard eviation and Student's t up to the 
fourth and as far as 15-30 coefficients can be easily 
generated; in a few cases 30-60 terms can be found 
using extended precision subroutines. 
Sign patterns play an important role in the algorithms, 
being related to the presence of singularities. The 
moments of the sample standard eviation in sampling 
from the negative xponential density are characterized 
by an alternating sign pattern (apart from slight ir- 
regularities for the higher moments). But sampling 
from a uniform density, the moments of this statistic 
have sequences of 5 terms of the same sign. 
Again, the magnitude pattern of the first few terms in 
a series may be quite misleading. Take the standard 
deviation (~/m2) in normal sampling (N(0,1)). The 
exact result is known and 
E ¢/m 2 = (n-l) I"(.-1 -'n) (5) 
1 ~/(2n) 1" (---~n + 
The series is 1-0.75/n- 0.2187/n 2-  0.0703/n 3 + 
0.0288/n 4 + . . . .  It looks convergent. Actually the 
sign pattern - - + + is established from n -2 onwards; 
also the fiftieth and fifty-first coefficients are approxi- 
mately -0.2584 E 37 and -0.8564 E 39 respectively. 
Indeed, numerical analysis uggests 
le2s[ ~ • 4599692(2/~) 2s r 2 (s - 1 )  and similarly 
3 [e2s+l[ ~ . 3381252 (21.) 2s r 2 (s + -~). 
Far from being a ~p le  test case for an algorithm, h 
turns out to be complicated. The example illustrates 
the possible dangers of applying summation techniques 
too enthusiastically, and no matter how many terms 
are available, certainty will not prevail. As a converse, 
summation assessments are not necessarily any more 
unreliable than Taylor series evaluations. 
The whole question concerning convergence of the 
algorithms i largely theoretical. In all cases only a 
finite number of terms is available and the thrust is 
to approximate he true value (in so far as one exists / 
using (I) exact information which may be available for 
samples of one or two, (II) Monte-Carlo simulations 
for general n, (III) other elevant information such as 
the location and form of singularities. We are attempt- 
ing to assess aunique moment (such as E ~/m 2, E t) 
by using non-unique asymptotics transformed by 
summatory devices. Notwithstanding, spectacular 
results have been found in a few cases and fairly 
satisfactory ones in general. 
2. MOMENTS OF r/m2 IN SAMPLING FROM THE 
EXPONENTIAL 
2.1. We define the general gamma density as 
g (x; c, p) = e-X/C (x/cy°-l/c r ~o), x>0 (6) 
=0,  x<0 (c.p> 0) 
and refer to it as G(p, c). The coefficients (es) in the 
series for the mean value of ~/m 2 (E ~/m2) are given 
in  Table 1. They alternate in sign and increase rapidly 
in magnitude, but although the pattern is not obvious, 
it is brought out by successive values of -12 r/les/es_l [
which approaches s. Assuming [esl = k 4 s s ! s !, the 
last few terms (see Bender and Wu[1] give k= 0.086184 
approximately. This asymptotic assessment suggests 
consideration f the modifications 
fs = es / (4Ss!s ! )  
gs = es/ (2s) !  (7) 
1 h s = %/r  (2s + -~) 
where Ifsl ~ 0.09, and Igsl, Ihsl decrease at first but 
later increase steadily (figures la and 'lb). 
2.2. The g-modification 
Since gs ~ c ~/s using the asymptotic formula for the 
gamma function, this suggests using 2cB (2) with a = 1. 
It will be noted that the sequence {I g s[ } lies on a 
parabolic arc approximately, ultimately approaching v/s. 
From P 2.2.1 we guess that the algorithm ay be 
successful; it works perfectly when the modified coef- 
ficients alternate in sign and are polynomials in s. 
Details of the parameters are given in Table 2, the 
entries being rounded off from machine output (double 
precision, 14-16 significant digits). For example 
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S 
0 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
lO 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2O 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
TABLE I. Coefficients in Ev~m 2 from G(l,l) 
e s les/es_ll ~Y'les/es_ll lOIfsl lOIgsl Ihs[ 
l.O00000000 O0 lO.O00 lO.O00 0.546 
-1.500000000 O0 1.500 0.612 3.750 7.500 1.128 
6.125000000 O0 4.083 l.OlO 0.957 2.552 0.527 
-I.513125000 02 24.704 2.485 0.657 2.102 0.526 
8.642210938 03 57.115 3.779 0.586 2.143 0.616 
-8.505428320 5 98.417 4.960 0.577 2.344 0.751 
1.251222284 08 147.109 6.064 0.589 2.612 0.914 
-2.538401906 lO 202.874 7.122 0.610 2.912 1.099 
6.743174153 12 255.646 8.149 0.633 3.223 1.299 
-2.262406892 15 335.511 9.158 0.655 3.534 1.510 
9.335091184 17 412.618 I0.156 0.676 3.837 1.727 
-4.640837914 20 497.139 II.148 0.694 4.129 1.948 
2.734561982 3 589.239 12.137 0.710 4.407 2.170 
-I.884275123 26 689.059 13.125 0.724 4.672 2.394 
1.501227222 29 796.713 14.113 0.736 4.924 2.617 
-I.369547748 32 912.285 15.102 0.746 5.163 2.840 
1.418623118 35 I035.833 16.092 0.755 5.391 3.062 
-I.656091271 38 I167.393 17.084 0.762 5.609 3.283 
2.164488706 41 1306.986 18.076 0.768 5.819 3.503 
-3.148511720 44 1454.621 19.070 0.774 6.020 3.723 
5.070050970 47 1610.301 20.064 0.779 6.214 3.942 
-8.994383654 50 1774.022 21.060 0.783 6.402 4.161 
1.750110840 54 1945.782 22.056 0.787 6.584 4.380 
-3.719990761 57 2125.574 23.052 0.791 6.760 4.598 
8.605808037 60 2313.395 24.049 0.794 6.932 4.815 
-2.159403093 64 2509.239 25.046 0.797 7.100 5.033 
5.858683167 67 2713.103 26.044 0.800 7.264 5.250 
-I.713655047 71 2924.983 27.042 0.802 7.423 5.468 
5.389234680 74 3144.877 28.040 0.805 7.580 5.685 
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Fig. tO. E '~ Sampling from Gamma Distribution G(4,t). Fig. 4b. E '~E Sampling from Gamma Distribution G(t,I). 
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F3(n ) = (1.0332 + .0612n/2[) co0(n) + .0280 ¢o1(n )
- .  03060n 
F5(n ) = (.5167 + 1.2126n/2! -.0684n2/4!) co0(n ) 
+ (1.3011 -.4632n/3!) Col(n)-.5348n +.0028n 2
where 
F 3 (n) - E (n) ~ 0 (n-2), F 5(n) - E (n) ~ 0 (n-4). More- 
over, coO(')' ¢a1(') are defined in (2). In Table 3 com- 
plete details of F29 are given; it will be seen that the 
parameters B , a s become smaller numerically as s 
increases. 
2.3. The h-modification 
Asymptotically 
1 [hsl ~ 0.08(4S)s!s!/r (2s + ~-) 
~a+~s 
so that this modification is suitable for the 2cB 
algorithm. However (Table 1), the asymptotic linearity 
is not apparent in the first three terms uggesting the 
use of (defined as 2cB*) 
F; (n) = e 0 + e I /n  + e2/n2 + Fr(n)/n3, (8) 
so that e 3 is the first term of the series in the 2cB 
algorithm, which is now used with a = 6.5. 
2.4. Comparisons with Pad~ algorithms 
Padd approximants to the series • 0 + • 1/n + ... are 
denoted by P[s/sl when the numerator and denomi- 
nator polynomials are both of degree sin n. Borel- 
Padd approximants (see, for example, Graffi et aL[4]) 
in the present context are derived from Padd approxi- 
mants to ¢ (fin) where 
E v/m2 ~ ~ e -t ¢ (t/n) dt (9) 
0 
and 
#(t/n) ~ ~^e s tS/(nSs!). 
Smt)  
Successive Pad6 fractions for ¢ (.) are expressed in
partial fraction form and integrated according to (1). 
Thus 
s 0~ e -t dt (s = 1, 2 . . . .  ) (10) 
E ~/m 2 ~r~l  Ar 1 + xlt/n 
where {Xr} are related to the poles of the Pad~ frac- 
tions. Detail for this and another example will be 
given in an appendix. Note that if x r < 0, the cor- 
responding integral is interpreted as a Cauchy principal 
value; it is also possible for complex roots to appear. 
We have not attempted atthis stage to set up a com- 
plete Padd table. 
Table 4 compares four algorithms along with results 
for Monte-Carlo simulations (the basic uniform variates 
were generated by a multiplicative congruential 
method; the assembly language routine coded by J. G. 
Sullivan is given in [10]). All the algorithms are stabiliz- 
ing (i. e. the last sequence of approximants are con- 
sistent and differ by a small percentage, say < 0.01 Z) 
for n > 10 and agree with the MC values. For n = 10 
the approximate s.d. (o) of the MC value is. 0008 
suggesting a 5 ~ interval. 874 < E ~/m 2<. 877. All but 
the Pad6 values lie in this range. For n = 25 the 5 ZMC 
range is. 944 to. 946 which is quite consistent with 
F28 (25) and F~3(25 ).
For n = 5 the 5 Z MC range is approximately. 7744 to 
.7766. The 2cB and Pad~ final values lie outside this 
range. The 2cB* and BP values lie inside the range; 
note also that the difference between the last two 
2cB* values is .000016 whereas that for the BP values 
is. 0008. However, the latter algorithm isnot taken 
as far as 2cB* since the 12th degree polynomial dis- 
played complex roots (for the first time); BP[s/sl is 
increasing for s--8, 9 ..... 11 so it may be acceptable. 
Note that the Padd terms are increasing and P[ 10/10] 
is already out of the interval. 
For n = 2 the 2cB* is the most acceptable; P[s/s] and 
BP[s/s] are both diverging from the exact value al- 
though if further terms were available, the sequences 
might show inflections and "converge" to the correct 
answer .  
2.5. The f.algorithm 
Since Ifs[ ~ 0.02, this suggests that {%} is mimicked 
by {4Ss!s!}. Basically this would relate to an asympto- 
tic series 
kl! 2 k22! 2 k33! 2 
f(n) = 1 - + - -  
n n 2 n 3 
which sums to 
- -  + . . .  ( I I )  
-U -V  
R(n)=7 T e (k/n>0) (127 0 0 1+ kuv/ndUdv 
By the mapping x = uv, y = u + v (u, v > 0) in rehtion 
tO 
= 2 7 du T e-U-Vdv 
0 0 I + kuv/n ' 
it can be shown that 
2z 0 (2 /x)  dx 
7 R(n) (13) 
6 I + kx/n 
where K0(. ) is a modified Bessel function. Since (see 
Watson [9l K0(. ) has the integral form 
K0(z) = 7 e -z cosh o de (z > 0) 
0 
it is clear that K0(z ) > 0 for z > 0. Moreover from 
Watson [91, 
u s = 2 7 x s K 0 (2/x)  dx 
0 
= r2(s+ I) (s> -I) (147 
Thus 2K0(2 ~/x) is a density function on (0,-) and is 
well known in statistical literature (see McKay [6l). 
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r 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
TABLE 2. Parameters in 2cB with a=l for EJm 2 from G(l,l) 
B~ r) Blr) B~ r) B~ r) B~ r) B~ r) B~ r) B~ r) B~ r) B~ r) 
1.1250 -.1250 
1.0332 .0280 -.0612 
.8162 .5055 -.4085 
.5167 1.3011 -I.2126 
.1569 2.4034 -2.6063 
-.2503 3.8012 -4.6968 
-.6962 5.4843 -7.5742 
.0868 - - - 
.4632 -.0684 - - 
1.3885 - .3883 .0457 - 
3.1512 -I.2626 .2854 -.0282 
6.0557 -3.1088 1.0173 -.1945 .0166 
-.7588 .1261 -.0095 -I.1750 7.4433 -II.3159 I0.4150 -6.4507 2.7254 
-1.6821 9.6706 -15.9902 16.5476 -II.9106 6.1084 -2.2061 .5360 -.0790 .0053 
r 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
I0 
a~ r) a} r) a~ r) a~ r) 
- - - l 
-. 0306 - - 2 
-. 1898 - - 3 
-.5348 .0029 - 4 
-l. lOl8 .0158 - 5 
-I.9151 .0503 .0000 - 10 
-2.9921 .1216 -.0003 - 25 
-4.3459 .2480 - .0010 .0000 50 
-5.9864 .4509 - .0030 .0000 100 
~0 (n) ~l(n) 
621449 .343378 
714859 .457146 
765134 .527795 
798042 .578181 
821752 .616753 
884251 .729049 
940714 .847406 
966523 .908990 
981910 .948854 
TABLE 3. Parameters for F29(.); 2cB with a=l for Ech 2 from G(1,1) 
B~ 29) s BC 29) s a~ 29) 
0 -.147607 02 l .990894 02 0 -.I00228 03 
2 -.352198 03 3 .925747 03 l .621180 02 
4 -.195985 04 5 .347442 04 2 -.624413 Ol 
6 -.527364 04 7 .695130 04 3 .180027 00 
8 2.803373 04 9 .819505 04 4 -.190885 -02 
10 -.741236 04 II .596258 04 5 .851467 -05 
12 -.427300 04 13 .272973 04 6 -.172539 -07. 
14 -.155388 04 15 .787087 03 7 -.165334 -10 
16 -.353898 03 17 .140747 03 8 -.757517 -14 
18 -.492727 02 19 .150871 02 9 .162944 -17 
20 -.400702 Ol 21 .913155 00 10 -.155523 -21 
22 -.176019 00 23 .281504 -01 II .583676 -26 
24 -.363591 -02 25 .364504 -03 12 -.658866 -31 
26 -.266181 -04 27 .125981 -05 13 .951474 -37 
28 -.290093 -07 
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TABLE 4. Approximants to EJm 2 from G(l,l) 
2cB 
a=l 
Sample Size (n) 
r l 2 5 lO 25 50 
l .621448 
5 .584446 
25 .311826 
26 .305940 
27 .300363 
28 .295071 
714858 .821752 
694084 .818850 
556554 .778587 
554498 .778292 
552588 .778027 
550809 .777789 
884252 .940712 
888853 .947619 
876779 .945977 
876739 .945976 
876704 .945975 
876674 .945974 
966522 
972055 
971794 
971794 
971794 
971794 
MC .000000 .500000 .7752 .8760 .9459 .971240 + 
(Exact) (Exact)  .7750 .8756 
2cB* 
a=6½ 
8 .320301 .547907 .777321 .876669 .945978 .971795 
23 .I17052 .513705 .774871 .876415 .945970 .971794 
24 .I13016 .513178 .774849 .876414 .945970 .971794 
25 .I09227 .512691 .774828 .876413 .945970 .971794 
26 .I05651 .512240 .774810 .876412 .945970 .971794 
1 
9/l~] .595205 .784282 .877648 .971797 
10/l .595439 .784404 .877700 .971789 
ll/12] .595755 .784577 .877782 .971793 
[12/13] .596152 .784806 .877905 .971794 
[13/14] .596629 .785099 .878093 .971794 
BP 
[ 8/8 ] .527631 .768810 .876153 .945967 .971794 
[ 9/9 ] .501088 .771165 .876274 .945969 .971794 
[ I0 /10]  .488265 .772544 .876331 .945969 .971794 
[l I / I l l  .483443 .773312 .876360 .945970 .971794 
(+Optimum assessment from series stopping at smallest numerical term; 
MC consisted of 200,000 simulations.) 
It is easily veri~ed that the Carleman moment criterion 
I: (l/~s) 1/2s = .. is satisfied so that there is a Stieltjes 
continued fraction for g(n), certainly valid for k/n > 0 
(convergent in the whole cut plane along the negative 
reals). We have, for the even-part (omitting the full 
continued fraction for brevity) 
.. 2K o (2 ~/x) dx a 0 a 1 
f = - -  ... (m > 0) 
0 x+ m m+b I m+b 2 
where (15) 
s as bs 
0 1 
1 3 1 
2 7.288888889 01 9.666666667 00 
3 4.106859012 02 9.818699187 01 
4 1.363471491 03 5.657189585 01 
5 3.424421228 03 9.482393274 01 
6 7.232814615 03 1.429441023 02 
7 1.357403877 04 2.009328991 02 
8 2.337959033 04 2.687906041 02 
9 3.772707659 04 3.465173920 2 
10 5.784021621 04 
11 8.508883979 04 
12 1.209888840 5 
13 1.672024227 05 
14 2.255376060 5 
15 
4 341133791 02 
5 315786467 02 
6 389132534 02 
7 561172426 02 
8 831906464 02 
1 020133498 03 
We can now use P1 (19) with P1 (11) to approximate 
E ~/m 2. As an illustration and to avoid the necessity 
for extended precision, we take n = 20, k = 4, N = 5 
(see the remarks on the k-version of lcB at the end 
of P1.3.3). The approximants o (15) with N=m--5  
are : . 166667, . 172549, . 173628, . 173965, 
.174103, . 174171, . 174207, . 174229, . 174243, 
.174252, . 174258, . 174262, . 174266, . 174268 
and. 174270. A quadrature on the integral in (12), 
adjusted for notational difference gave . 177279. The 
first flve approximants o I/i/m 2 (n = 20) arc, from 
this model : . 8712, . 9188, . 9292, . 9328, . 9340. 
The MC value (200,000, runs) was. 9336, the g-modiil. 
cation, F28(20 )=.  9337, and the f-modification, 
F~5(20 ) ---. 9337, all in excellent agreement. 
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2.6. Higher moments 
The 2nd, 3rd, and 4th central moments o f /m 2 have 
also been studied, the series being taken as far as the 
coefficient of n -30. For u2(/m2), u3(/m2) the coef- 
ficients alternate in sign, and the coefficient factors 
les/es_ll are about equal; thus for s -- 15 the ratio is 
912 for ~2 and 914 for u 3. For u4(/m2), the signs 
alternate from e 3 onwards (e 0 -- e I = 0) and 
lels/e141 = 921. 2cB approximants of two types are 
considered (Table 5). For 2cB the algorithm is initiated 
at e 0 with a= 1, whereas for 2cB* it is initiated at e 3 
with a -- 6. Comparisons are made with MC simulations 
and Pad~. For the three moments there is good agree- 
ment for the algorithms and MC for n • 10; indeed, for 
these sample sizes there is very little difference between 
2cB and 2cB*. At n = 5, 2cB and Pad~ values are con- 
sistently higher than 2cB*, the latter being near to the 
TABLE 5. Approximants to Higher Moments of vln 2 from G(l,l) 
~2(vln 2) 
n=5 n=lO n=25 
2cB 2cB* 2cB 2cB* 2cB 2cB* 
.20510 .19977 .132408 .131905 .0651503 .0651408 
• 20478 •19980 .132363 .131907 .0651490 .0651409 
.20447 .19983 .132323 .131909 .0651479 .0651409 
.20418 .19986 .132286 .131910 .0651470 .0651409 
.20391 .19989 .132253 .131911 .0651461 .0651409 
1933 .1316 
2020 .1319 .06529 
2007 
2038 .13216 
2039 .13217 
2039 .13218 
P3(#m2 ) 
n=2 
r 2cB 2cB* 
25 .3070 .2431 
26 .3047 .2440 
27 .3025 .2448 
28 .3003 .2455 
29 .2982 .2462 
MC ~ .2500 
(Exact) 
P[12/13] .3051 
PI13/14] .3053 
P 14/15] .3054 
.0651423 
.0651427 
.0651430 
r 2cB 2cB* 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Pill/12] 
P[12/13] 
P[13/14] 
.3487 
.3495 
.3499 
.3500 
.2500 
(Exact) 
• 4142 
• 4144 
.4145 
.2035 
.2046 
.2057 
.2069 
2cB 2cB* 2cB 2cB* 2cB 2cB* 
.13258 .12571 .053781 .053366 .0134559 .0134519 
.13269 .12576 .053796 .053368 .0134564 .0134519 
.13275 .12580 •053804 .053371 .0134566 .0134519 
.13277 .12585 .053806 •053373 .0134566 .0134520 
.1252 •05299 
.1302 •05329 .01345 
.1277 
.1378 .054199 .0134604 
.1379 .054207 .0134607 
.]379 .054210 .0134609 
u4(Vm 2) 
25 
26 
27 
28 
.c 1 
P[11112] 
P[121131 
P[l 3/14] 
2cB 2cB* 2cB 
.8208 
.8303 
.8385 
.8455 
.5625 
(Exact) 
.9793 
.9770 
.9748 
.5199 .26233 
.5125 .26369 
.5061 .26483 
.5008 .26577 
2cB* 2cB 2cB* 2cB 2cB* 
.25576 
.25546 
.25521 
.25501 
2529 
2627 
2589 
2764 
2760 
2757 
• 090772 .090952 . O181428 . O181589 
.090956 •090936 .0181482 .0181588 
.091106 .090923 .0181523 .0181587 
.091226 .090912 .0181554 .0181586 
• 08899 
• 08996 . O1822 
• 09220 . O181729 
• 09214 . O181713 
.09210 •0181700 
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MC values. Note that the MC values for the higher 
moments are more difficult to pin down since 
sampgng variances are likely to be large. This is the 
main reason for using 200,000 simulations. At n = 2, 
2cB* is dearly the best algorithm, Pad~ and 2cB 
being much too high in comparison to the exact 
values. 
3. STUDENT'S t IN SAMPLING FROM G(1,1) 
3.1. This statistic is defined as 
t = (m~ - ,~)/v/sx2 (16a) 
where m~, s x refer to the sample mean and standard 
deviation. A related statistic is 
t* = (m~ - u~)/~/m 2 (16b) 
which we have found more consistent with our 
studies of the skewness (¢~1) and kurtosis (b2) 
statistics. Actually, t = t* ~/(1-1/n). Some details of 
the series for the mean value of t* are given in Table 6. 
The £1rst wo non-zero coefficients have the same sign, 
TABLE 6. Coefficients 
e s les/es. l l  
0 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
lO 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
0.0  
- l .O00000000 O0 
-3.500000000 O0 3.500 
1.237500000 Ol 3.536 
-7.288125000 02 58.894 
5.902222656 04 80.984 
-7.536102285 06 127.682 
1.361212199 09 180.625 
-3.272621808 II 240.420 
1.004917106 14 307.068 
-3.825960311 16 380.724 
1.766005263 19 461.585 
-9.710400939 21 549.851 
6.270053964 24 645.705 
-4.69813792l 27 749.298 
4.043910913 30 860.748 
-3.963595921 33 980.139 
4.389800409 36 II07.530 
-5.456317608 39 1242.953 
7.564793424 42 1386.428 
-I.163435829 46 1537.961 
1.974992247 49 1697.552 
-3.683746145 52 1865.195 
7.518107136 55 2040.886 
-I.672491851 59 2224.618 
4.041384040 62 2416.385 
-I.057299071 66 2616.181 
2.985813411 69 2824.001 
-9.076399059 72 3039.B41 
but the later coefficients alternate in sign and increase 
in magnitude somewhat slower than those for E~/m 2
(Table 1). It will be seen that the two modifications 
/ (2s - 1) ! and e s / I" (2s- 1 )  stabilize the coefficients e s 
(figures 2a and 2b). The senes'~ for the higher moments 
are quite similar to that for Et*. Comparisons for 
several algorithms and MC are shown in Table 7. For 
Et* there is general agreement for n ;, 10 and acceptable 
results for n = 5, although ere BP is in better agree- 
ment with MC than any of the others; some details for 
BP are given in an appendix. For n ;, 20 the algorithms 
are in acceptable agreement for u2 and u 3 but n ;, 50 
is needed for agreement with ~4" 
3.2. Features of t* associated with singularities 
Since t* involves v/m 2 in the denominator it would not 
be surprising to i'md singularities in the moments. 
Precisely what these are depends on having an expres- 
sion for the density, which in sampling from the 
exponential is not available. Monte Carlo simulations 
suggest that n ~ 3 is needed for the existence of ]~t*, 
n > 4 for that of •2(t*) with a similar increase in 
in Et* from G(l,l) 
 /les/es_ll les/(2s-1)!l les/r(2s-½)l 
- l.O00 1.128 
0.935 0.583 1.053 
0.940 0. I03 0.236 
3.837 0.145 0.389 
4.500 0.163 0.495 
5.650 0.189 0.633 
6.720 0.219 0.796 
7.753 0.250 0.977 
8.762 0.283 1.173 
9.756 0.315 1.380 
I0.742 0.346 1.593 
II.724 0.376 1.811 
12.706 0.404 2.031 
13.687 0.431 2.252 
14.669 0.457 2.474 
15.654 0.482 2.695 
16.640 0.506 2.915 
17.628 0.528 3.135 
18.617 0.550 3.355 
19.608 0.570 3.573 
20.601 0.590 3.792 
21.594 0.610 4.010 
22.588 0.628 4.228 
23.583 0.647 4.445 
24.578 0.664 4.663 
25.574 0.682 4.880 
26.571 0.698 5.097 
27.567 0.715 5.314 
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sample size for higher momcnts. This aspect of the 
moments of t* probably accounts for the discrepancies 
in the algorithms in Table 7. We pass it over for the 
present. 
The precise form of the P I s/s + 1] approximants o 
Et and Et* are considered in an appendix. 
4. E /m 2 FROM A UNIFORM DENSITY 
For convenience we take the density as 
1 -k  < x < k (k=/3)  (17) f(x) = T~' 
so that E(x) = 0, Var x = 1. 
The coefficients in E /m 2 (Table 8) have a very un- 
usual sign pattern (possibly settling down to sequences 
of 5 terms of like sign) and do not increase rapidly. 
In this case we have used algorithms from Part 1 
namely : Gauss P l .7A;  Padd P1.6.1 with b = 1; 
Bessel Pl.8.3 with • = 1; Gamma P1.5.1 with a = 1. 
Care must be taken in these cases to avoid loss of 
precision in the expressions es(n ) = R(n) ~as(n ) - xs(n )
where w and x become approximately equally large 
as s increases. In addition R(n) must be computed 
with sufficient accuracy to avoid nonsense results for 
es(n). 
The results (Table 8) are taken for each algorithm to 
the point where 70-dlgit extended precision arith- 
metic starts to fail. For n = 5 there is 2-digit agree- 
ment and for n = 10 3-digit agreement throughout. 
5. E /m 2 FROM A LOGISTIC DENSITY 
The density is 
f(x) =e-X/( l+e-x)  2, -= < x < -- (18) 
which is symmetric about x = 0. Thc central moments 
are given by 
= (2s)! ~l(-1)r-1/r2S /=2s 
= 22s IB2sl (1 - 21-2s) (19) 
in terms of Bernoulli numbers. In particular 
/=2 = 02 = ~r2/3' It is convenient to consider the 
standardized form of (19) defined by E}r = 0, Vary  =1 
so that y = x/o. The coefficients for Eem 2, Var /m 2 
are given in Table 9, and they display a regular alternat- 
ing sign pattern, increasing in value not as fast as the 
case for sampling from the exponential. It will be 
noticed that modifying the coefficients by division by 
(2s) ! seems rather drastic; nonetheless, as far as the 
terms computed indicate, 2cB with a = 1 yields fairly 
acceptable approximants at least for n > 10. Discre- 
pancies arise for smaller n and especially for the higher 
moments. Note that the exact results for n = 2 are 
found to be 
~(/m2)S = (s-1)s!~(s) , s> 2 (20) 
2s-1  
in terms of the Riemann Zeta function. Thus for the 
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TABLE 7. Approximants to Moments of t from G(l,l) 
2cB* 
Et* 
n=5 n=~O n=20 n=50 
(10) -.3540 -.134855 - .058441 -.02135392 
( l l )  -.3545 -.134855 - .058442 -.02135393 
(12) -.3549 -.134910 - .058443 -.02135394 
2cB + 
( lO) -.3596 -.135108 - .058449 -.02135396 
(11) -.3598 -.135114 - .058449 -.02135396 
(12) -.3600 -.135119 - .058449 -.02135396 
-.3687 -.1423" -.05693" -.02185" 
MC -.3637 -.1353 -.05875 
-.3627 
Pill/12] -.3746 -.13548 -.058456 -.02135398 
P[12/13] -.3736 -.13544 -.058455 -.02135398 
P[13/14] -.3727 -.13541 -.058454 -.02135397 
BP[4/5] -.3721 -.1361 -.05848 
BP[5/6] -.3747 -.1361 -.05747 
BP[6/7] -.3751 -.1357 -.05846 
-.0213541 
-.0213540 
-.0213540 
~2(t*) 
2cB* 
MC 
P 
BP 
.188 .0751 .02409 
.238 .0792 .02439 
.230 .0751 .02366 
.253 .0797 .02415 
~3(t*) 
2cB* 
MC 
P 
-.070 -.017 -.00224 
-.196 -.020 -.00244 
-.267 -.023 -.00225 
~4(t*) 
2cB* 
MC 
P 
.085 .019 .00213 
.532 .036 .00243 
.489 .033 .00220 
(Note: n-4 2cB* is derived from n" 3 term onward with a=8 for Et*, 
2cB* is derived from .~ term onward with a=9 for ~2(t*), 
2cB* is derived from n~ term onward with a=12 for ~ and 
2cB * is derived from n term onward with a=8.5 for Et*. 
MC refers to 50,000(*) or 200,000 simulation. 
2cB*, 2cB +, P, and BP use the approximants indicated parenthetically 
for Et*; for th@~higher moments, they use all the coefficients 
available to n"~.) 
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TABLE 8. a = l) 
$ 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
lO 
II 
12 
13 
14 
15 
E/m 2 from Rectangular (~ = O, 
Coefficients 
e~ es/esZll 
.100000000 01 
-.600000000 O0 -.6000 
-.371428571 O0 .6190 
-.462857143 O0 1.2462 
-.724259740 O0 1.5648 
-.646120280 O0 .8921 
.529261819 Ol -8.1914 
.610693024 02 II.5386 
.464829620 3 7.6115 
.281710837 04 6.0605 
.996487311 04 3.5373 
-.768692340 5 -7.7140 
-.245242757 07 31.9039 
-.390525965 08 15.9241 
-.470781601 09 12.0551 
-.395478160 lO 8.4005 
r 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Gauss 
.9116 
.8950 
.8706 
.8633 
.8610 
.86030 
.86030 
n=5 
Pad(~ 
Approximents 
n= lO 
Bessel Gamma Gauss Pad~ Besse l  Gamma 
.8545 .8540 .8521 
.9052 .8540 .8972 
.8858 .9038 .8877 
.8732 .8853 .8778 
.8672 .8745 .8713 
.8643 .8689 .8673 
.8627 .8658 .8648 
.8618 .8640 .8633 
.86135 .86283 .86228 
.86108 .86212 .86165 
.86096 .86167 .86125 
.86094 .86]40 .86102 
.86125 .86090 
.86118 .86086 
.9531 
.9440 
.9371 
.9360 
.93578 
.93575 
.93575 
HC .8624 
.9161 .9161 .9156 
.9471 .9161 .9444 
.9400 .9468 .9406 
.9371 .9398 .9379 
.9362 .9372 .9367 
.9359 .9364 .9362 
.9358 .9360 .9360 
.93578 .9359 .9359 
.93577 .93581 .93580 
.93576 .93578 .93578 
.93576 .93577 .93576 
.93576 .93576 .935759 
.93576 .935757 
.93576 .935757 
MC .9365 
standardized logistic and n = 2, 
Ev/m 2 = 1, u2(v/m2) = ~r2/6-1 = .644934, 
u3(/m2) = .671369, 
#4(~/m2) = 2.185831. 
6. Ev/b I FROM THE EXPONENTIAL 
Only nine coefficients are awfl=ble in this case but it 
is an example (see [21) from a large tabulation con- 
cerning both the skewness (v/b 1 = m3/m23/2) and 
kurtosis (b 2 = m4/m2). The coefficients (Table 10) 
alternate in sign but increase rapidly in magnitude; 
e 8 is much larger than the corresponding coefficient 
for Et* and Ev/m2 . Comparisons of 2cB with a = 3, 4, 
and 5 are shown along with Pad~, Borel-Pad~ and MC. 
Agreement is genera/ly good for n • 10; Pad6 and 2cB 
with a = 3 are nearest o MC at n = 5 whereas at n = 2 
the 2cB with a = 3 is nearest o zero although fairly 
discrepant. Doubtless abetter set of approximants at 
n = 3, 4, 5 would be found by considering an expan- 
sion 
EV/bl ~ (1-2/n)  x (a0+ al/n + a2/n 2 + ...) 
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TABLE 9. Moments of /m 2 from Logistic Density 
Var v'm 2 
! e s v ' les/es_ l  I 
EJm 2 
e s Vles/es_l I es/(2s) 
l .O00000000 O0 - l .O00000 - - 
- .900000000 O0 .948 -.450000 .800000000 O0 - 
.453571429 O0 .710 .018899 -.171714286 Ol 1.465 
-.476035714 Ol 3.240 -.006612 .I03371429 02 2.454 
.815741778 02 4.140 .002023 -.171922725 03 4.078 
-.246240478 04 5.494 -.000679 .507596141 04 5.434 
.III019595 06 6.715 .000232 -.226568179 06 6.681 
-.689667790 7 7.882 -.000079 .139962015 08 7.860 
.560483303 09 9.015 .000026 -.I13351144 lO 9.000 
-.574802419 II I0 .126  -.000009 .I15977069 12 lO.ll5 
-.724409764 13 II.226 .000003 -.145922580 14 II.217 
-.I09922817 16 12.318 -.O00001 .221155486 1  12.311 
.197583837 18 13.407 .000000 -.397153542 18 13.401 
-.415109617 20 14.495 -.000000 .833786540 20 14.489 
.I00794121 23 15.583 .000000 -.202337352 23 15.578 
-.280143602 5 16.671 -.000000 .562105474 25 16.668 
es/(2s)! 
.400000 
07158 
14357 
- 004264 
001399 
- 000473 
O00161 
-.000054 
.000018 
.000006 
.000002 
-.O000Ol 
.000000 
-.000000 
.000000 
n Ecln2 ¢2(Jm2 ) u3(dn2 ) ~4(Jm2 ) 
2 S 1.2070 .7209 .4395 1.3376 
T 1.0000 .6449 .6714 2.1858 
3 S .7532 .1700 .0487 .0798 
MC .7063 .1668 .0734 .1413 
S .8046 .1393 .0350 .0562 4 MC .7811 .1390 .0451 .0811 
S .8385 .ll81 .0265 .0418 
MC .8342 .1208 .0334 .0581 
ML .8267 .I192 .0346 .0614 
S .9140 .0675 .0099 .0147 
lO MC .9132 .0676 .Oil9 .0179 
MC .gil l  .0663 .0105 .0164 
20 S .9559 .0365 .00319 .00473 
MC .9547 .0368 .00347 .00472 
50 S .9822 .01538 .00061 .00076 
MC .9823 .01554 .00065 .00079 
(Note: S refers to 16 terms of 2cB with a=l, T refers to exact theoretical value; 
MC refers to 20,000 Monte Carlo simulations.) 
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in which ~. could be estimated from the nine available 
terms in the series. The basis for this is that for 
n-~ 2,m 3 ~-0 so that Er/b I -- 0. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
Apart from E r/m2 from a uniform distribution, all 
cases considered here ultimately establish an alternat- 
ing sign pattern in the coefficients of a moment. This 
type of series is certainly the simplest, especially since 
the amplitude pattern generally shows a steady in- 
crease after the first few terms. 
It is too early to try to formulate precise rules for the 
application of the various algorithms. As guidelines one 
remarks that lcB and 2cB may, in the last few terms, 
show stabilization (differences less than 1 g approxi- 
mately). This assumes that the stabilization is not mere- 
ly a reflection of some form of numerical error (round- 
off, addition of large and small simultaneously and not 
separately, etc.). A fairly careful analysis of lcB would 
require guesses (in the best sense) of asymptotics for 
P,(n) ,as(n ) - Xs(n ) and ,%; with short series (less than 
a dozen terms) this step is tentative and a high-risk 
$ 
0 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
TABLE lO. EVb I from G(l,l) 
e s [ es/es_ l I l es/(2s+2) !I [es/(2s+3) ! I I es/(2s+4) ![ 
2.000000 O0 - l.O00 .333 .0833 
-2.700000 Ol 13.5 1.125 .225 .0375 
9.242500 02 34.2 1.284 .183 .0229 
-6.987563 04 75.6 1.733 .193 .0193 
8.565169 06 122.6 2.360 .215 .0179 
-I.509061 09 176.2 3.150 .242 .0173 
3.567449 II 236.4 4.092 .273 .Ol71 
-I.082194 14 303.4 5.172 .304 .0169 
4.082414 16 377.2 6.376 .336 .0168 
EVb I 
2cB; a=3 
r n=2 n=5 n=l 0 n=l 5 
7 .379 .731 1.040 1.216 
8 .342 .708 1.028 1.210 
9 .~07 .689 l.Ol9 1.205 
2cB; a=4 
7 .443 .769 1.059 1.227 
8 .421 .753 1.049 1.221 
9 .399 .737 1.040 1.198 
2cB; a=5 
7 .448 .773 1.061 1.228 
8 .442 .767, 1.057 1.226 
9 .432 .759 1.052 1.222 
[ I /2] .644 .967 1.162 
[2/3] .677 .999 1.189 
[3/4] .689 l.OlO 1.197 
[I12] .529 .836 l.lOl 1.256 
BP [213] .546 .857 1.121 1.272 
[3/4] .633 .890 1.078 1.208 
MC .000 (Exact) .536 .9709 1.185 
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procedure. For regular coefficient patterns it may be 
a possibility with 15 or more terms. The 2cB algorithm 
should be tried only if the coefficients are approxi- 
mately ~(s) (2s) l where lr(. ) is a polynomial of  f'mite 
degree. Truncation of a few terms to annihilate 
anomalous behaviour often improves the technique 
but this is at the expense of reducing the number of 
terms actually used in the algorithm. Diagrams of 
tes/es_lj against s or against 1/s can be usefuL 
Singularities in a series (especially ff rapidly divergent) 
certainly disturb approximations in their vicinity. On 
the other hand, unless a-priori information is avail- 
able, present echniques of assessing them seem of 
dubious value - this is our experience with the higher 
moments of Student's t.
Borel-Pad~ algorithms for series diverging as fast as 
(2s) ! or faster need further consideration. At least 
they provide different sequences of approximants 
not to be found in a Pad~ table. 
We think that for the type of series likely to be en- 
countered in moments of  statistics it is advisable to 
try out several algorithms and assess them for Con- 
sistency using, if necessary as further checks, Monte- 
Carlo simulations to the smallest sample size of  interest 
(in general around n • 10). 
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APPENDIX I 
The Borel-Pad~ appro~'imants to E /m 2 and Et 
For E v/m2 from G (1, 1) the BP approximants ake 
the form 
e-t 
BP[ r / r l=  ~ A s f~ 
dt (A1) 
s= 1 1 + Xst/n 
where the first few zeros (Xs) and residues (As) are 
shown in Table A1. It will be seen that for r > 1 there 
is one negative zero in each case. Using known defini- 
tions for the exponential integral, we can write (A1) 
as -n  
n 
As -Xs , X s 
BP[r/r]= Z - -e  El(n/Xs)+ Z Ase 
(%>0) Xs (Xs<0) X s 
El(niX s) 
(A2) 
where the first summation is over the positive and the 
second over the negative (x s = -Xs) zeros. Note that 
E /m 2 - BP [fir] = 0 (n -2r  +1). (A3) 
For t* the parameters of BP[r/r+ 1] are shown in 
Table A2. In this case there is alwayi (as far as the 
calculations go) one negative zero with a residue largest 
in magnitude. An expression similar to (A2) holds 
(merelyintroduce the factor n -1 on the right hand 
side) and 
Et* - BP[r-1/r] = 0 (n-2r) .  (A4) 
APPENDIX II 
Pad~ approximants o the moments of t and t* 
The P ls /s+lhpprox imants  to E(t) 
say 
a 0 a 1 
Et = ~ ~22 (A5) n+ -n+ - . . .  , 
as far as the first seven convergents go, have a s > 0 
and b s > 0, s ;~ 2. It seemed worthwhile to see if an 
even and odd part of (A4) exists. In fact if 
Et = -1 , E t* = -1 
n - 3 + S(n) n - 3.5 + S* (n) 
where 
S(n)= - -  q0 Pl ql  P2 n+ 1+ n+ 1+ 
(and a slmilar expression for S*(n)), then the partial 
numerators are all positive (Table A3) and form 
increasing sequences. If the expansions are valid, then 
bounds may be set up. Thus using all the available 
terms we have defining 
y*(n) =-E  t * ,  y(n) =-E  t ,  
.7474 <y*  (3) < 1.1331 
.4897 < y* (47 < .5635 
.3504 < y* (57 < .3727 
.1348 < y* (10) < .1354 
.05844 < y* (20) < .05845 
.02135395 < y* (50) < .02135398 
.6443 < y (3) < .8433 
.4310 < y (4) <.4757 
.3153 < y (5) < .3300 
.1279 < y (10) < .1284 
.05696 < y (20) < .05697 
.02113933 < y (50) < .02113935 
Now y*(n) = /n y (n ) / / (n - l )  so the question of the 
consistency of the two sets of bounds arises. Calcula- 
tion shows the bounds for y*(n) derived from y(n) 
are interior to those for y*(n) itself, so they are con- 
sistent. 
Now compare the results here with those in Table 7. 
For example, the sharper bounds are : 
.3525 < y* (57 < .3690 
.1348 < y* (107 <'.1353 
.05844 < y* (20) < .05844 + 
.02135393 < y* (50) < .02135397 +
(+ some round-off error cannot be entirely ruled out). 
The 2CB* and 2CB + values are within these ranges; 
BP values are outside. MC values are subject o sampling 
errors, but using MC estimates of #2(t*) the o-limits 
are y*(5) = .3650 ± .0015, y*(10) = .1353 ± .0011, 
y*(20) = .05875 ± .00063 and y*(50) =-  .02185 
.00035, which are acceptable with respect o the 
Stieltjes bounds. 
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TABLE A1 
Ev~ 2 FROg G(I,1) BOREL-PADI~ ~: As e'tdt 
Degree s-1 s-2 
x 1.4638 23.9209 
2 s 
A s 0.9984 1.5136-03 
s=3 s'4 s=5 s-6 s=7 s=8 s-9 s=10 
3 xs 1.4314 18.1468 -12.8096 
A s 0.9972 3.4676-03 -7.4785-04 
4 Xs 1.3039 12.9236 33.8838 -3.2865 
A s 1.0112 8.7308-03 8.7964-05 -1.9990-02 
5 xs 1.1518 9.9170 
A s 1.0539 1.5808-02 
5 xs 1.0165 7.9987 
A s 1.1135 2.3991-02 
25.1494 47.8691 - 1.6724 
4.7157-04 3.2744-06 -7.0158-02 
20.1080 37.0082 61 .7075 -1.0839 
1.2293-03 3.1033-05 1.1790-07 - 1.3872-01 
10 xs 0.6859 4.4406 
A s 1.3800 6.0e84-02 
1 I. 0505 20.1977 31. 7028 45.8913 63 • 6604 86. 5604 118. 2437 -0. 4594 
7.2370-03 8.6274-04 7.0346-05 2.8881-06 4.6239-08 2.0790-09 7.2196-10 -4 • L~J03- I0 
Degree s=I 
x s 9.8853 
2 
A 0.1147 
s 
x s 4.6471 
3 
A 0.2851 
s 
x s 2.5845 
4 
0.4891 
s 
x s 1.5463 
5 
A s 0.7316 
x O. 9452 
s 
6 
A s 1.0234 
x s 0.5634 
7 
A s 1.3805 
,TABLE ,A2 
Et*  FROH G(1,1) BOREL-PADE Z An~.O~ n  
s=2 s,,3 s=4 s=5 8,,6 s =7 
-2.122  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-1.1147 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
26.6306 -1.5904 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0.4642-02 -1.2598 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
18.0868 40.6791 -1.2960 . . . . . . . . .  
O. 1513-01 0.3003-03 -1,5046 . . . . . . . . .  
13.4738 30.4508 54.3601 -1.1046 . . . . . .  
0.2769-.01 0.1629-02 0.1656-04 -1.7610 . . . . . .  
10.6021 24.4316 42.4088 68.1466 -0.9677 - - -  
0.4025-01 0.4026-02 0.1549-03 0.7624-06 -2.0678 - - -  
8.6890 20.3360 35.2345 54.5192 82.1368 
0.5197-01 0.7132-02 0.5460-03 0.1180-.4 
-0 .8634 
0.3095-07 -2.4402 
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TABLE A3 
STIELTJES CONTINUED FRACTIONS FOR E t* 
AND E t FROM G(l,l) 
-l 
Et* = n-3.5+S*(n) 
S*(n) - qo Pl ql P2 q2 
n+ l+ n+ l+ n+ ... 
Ps qs Ps qs 
0 . . . .  .246250000 02 
l .348553299 02 .407370661 02 
2 .884812073 02 .989888264 02 
3 .159171861 03 .175220760 03 
4 .248394659 03 .270410956 03 
5 .356998604 3 .385025389 03 
6 .485279253 0 .519193395 03 
7 .633319766 03 .672943806 03 
8 .801152182 03 .846283770 03 
9 .988795750 03 .I03921591 04 
lO .I19626231 04 .125174760 04 
II .142354312 04 .148392815 04 
12 .167052185 04 .173605317 04 
13 .193649175 04 . . . .  
m m ~ m  
.364301075 02 
.910694639 02 
.162843858 03 
.253251496 03 
.363153444 03 
.492852002 03 
.642436025 03 
.811943026 03 
.I00139771 04 
.121081739 04 
.144019836 04 
.168942649 04 
.195778058 04 
.232500000 02 
.396751537 02 
.969166934 02 
.172072837 03 
.266084113 03 
.379402132 03 
.512149724 03 
.664350868 03 
.836007968 03 
.I02711867 04 
.123768538 04 
.146775292 04 
.171761648 04 
m - - m m  
(Note t* : ~n--~t) 
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